How to use this schedule:
Determine your timepoint based on either
when you want to leave or when you want to arrive by reading across for your
destination and down for your time.
A route map is provided on the other side
of this schedule to help you relate to the
timepoints shown. Please plan to arrive
at your bus stop 3-5 minutes prior to
scheduled times to ensure you catch your
bus. Arrival times can vary due to variations
in traffic conditions. While on the bus, please
be considerate of other riders and speak as
gently as possible and keep conversations
short while speaking on your cell phone.
Also, if you are listening to music, you must use
earphones and keep the volume low enough
so that those around you cannot hear the
music to which you are listening.

Times shown in shaded boxes indicate PM
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Bethlehem \ Slate Belt
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**Effective 09/07/2017**

To view this schedule online, please go to lantabus.com or call 610-776-7433.
ROUTE 217

Bethlehem - Slate Belt

EFFECTIVE 03/27/2017

Service to:
Bethlehem - Broad & Guetter
LVIP IV / Brodhead Road
Nazareth
Palmer Park Mall
Northampton Crossings / Walmart
Tatamy / Palmer Industrial Park
Wind Gap
Pen Argyl
Bangor & Roseto

For Real Time Bus Departure Information, please scan the appropriate QR Code, below:

For routes, schedules and fares
CALL 610-776-7433
CLICK www.lantabus.com
CONNECT @LANTALehighValley